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into the guild of rechenmeisters. They took an apprentice for several years, at the end
of which he became a journeyman, known as schreiber, until he became a full-fledged
master in the guild.
Apprenticeship Education
In the early Middle Ages, as in most preindustrial societies, the most common methods
of occupational education had been direct imitation and handing down of skills from
father to son. With the rise of towns and the acceleration of trade in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries the skills of urban artisans improved noticeably, and by the time of
the emergence of the craft guilds in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the methods
of vocational education were also being refined. Since the primary purpose of the
guilds was to protect the quality of products and to keep down overproduction, many
rules developed concerning entrance into the craft, including the system of apprentice-
ship as a means of preparing youth for a skilled occupation.
The training of the artisan had three distinct stages: apprentice, journeyman, and
master. As an apprentice the boy was assigned to a master craftsman, often on the
basis of a written contract, or indenture, which bound both parties to keep certain
obligations. The master promised to teach the boy the skills of the trade, look after his
morals and religion, give him his keep and perhaps a small stipend, and teach him
whatever reading and writing might be needed to carry on the trade. In most cases the
reading and writing were probably negligible. In return,the boy promised to work hard
and faithfully, keep the secrets of the trade, and not cause the master too much
trouble. The period of apprenticeship might last anywhere from three to eleven years.
The boys might start any time after seven or eight years of age.
The next stage was that of training as a journeyman, during which time the
young man might travel about, working as a day laborer for different masters in their
shops, or might work in a larger shop for a continuous period of time for a wage to be
set by the guild. Then, if he proved his worth and could present a "masterpiece"
showing that he had mastered the skills of the trade, he would be admitted, with
appropriate ceremony, to the guild as a full-fledged member. As a master craftsman, he
could set up his own shop, hire journeymen, take on apprentices, and become an
instructor in the art of the craft.
Courtly Education
As a part of the general assertion of political authority, whether feudal or national,
secular rulers began to lay greater claim to the control of education. The dukes and
princely rulers of Italian cities often set up schools for the education of noble children
and for the greater glorification of their court. In the thirteenth century Emperor
Frederick II made his court in Sicily an international center where scholars in the
liberal arts and medicine brought together streams of influence from Arabic,
Byzantine, Roman, and Italian sources. In Brussels the Duke of Brabant established
several elementary schools for both boys and girls in the early fourteenth century.
In England the kings increasingly asserted control of education. In the eleventh
century William the Conqueror appointed Lanfranc Archbishop of Canterbury, and St.
Anselm became his successor. As patrons of learning in the monasteries and cathedral

